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I know your time is valuable; so I made the book easy to read in a two hours. I also created an

audiobook for those that find themselves stuck in traffic. I updated the book in January 2016.My

book is ideal for the European investing or moving to the U.S. and for the American with either an

e-commerce or international business. Importers have discovered a little known change in the tax

law allowing big tax savings.When you are reading "International Taxation in America for the

Entrepreneur", you will learn little known tax laws that have helped Big Business eliminate their

taxes. Easy to read and understand with a blueprint to solving the multinational tax challenges that

your business faces. Youâ€™ll experience chapter after chapter of time-tested practical tips, the

techniques and the innovative strategies that have helped so many businesses to overcome the

international tax challengesâ€¦ that hold back their growth and income potential. For the business

owner, International Taxation in America for the Entrepreneur is tax jargon free. You quickly learn

how to save taxes and protect assets. The Entrepreneur edition is a 145 pages of the information

that you need to know create wealth while saving taxes. Recently updated for five new IRS

designed tax plans designed to save you taxes. Todayâ€™s entrepreneurs are finding cross border

business planning is easier than ever before. The cross border business and the multinational

family are using onshore (Nevada) "foreign trusts" for tax planning, inheritance planning and asset

protection. Innovative tax ideas such as the tax advantages of an offshore cloud computer system is

explained in Chapter One. Dooley is a seasoned international tax specialist. With a graduate degree

in taxation, he is a leader in innovative international tax planning. He is a lecturer for the California

Society of CPAs on international tax law.You can find out more about this tax planning book by

calling him at 949-939-3414.
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i git this book several months ago and just occasionally I've been browsing through it, but now that I

need it most I've read it all and I can tell that I will get back to it several more times: highly

informative and educational

I brought the Kindle version to compliment the International Taxation in America which the author

was kind enough to post three chapters free on Kindle back in 2012. The subject matter in these

books is very technical and is certainly not for the novice.

I came across this book after a lot of research, It touched upon all the topics I had trouble

understanding and that International tax lawyers could not explain themselves, but instead opted to

use fear for me to hire them. I am super glad I read this book. I would recommend it to anyone who

is dealing with International Tax issues.

Brian Dooley is perhaps the most knowledgeable and generally outstanding international tax

professionals in the US today. While the subject of international tax rules and regulations can be

dense and esoteric, Mr. Dooley has here created an easy to read explanation of those rules and

regulations applicable to businesses and entrepreneurs working in the global economy today. He

accomplishes this largely by walking the reader through real world examples of advantageous (and

disadvantageous) tax structures. The information provided is immediately available and useful for

the businessman as well as the tax professional. Every entrepreneur and businessman should read

this book.

This book makes sense for any business owner who is operating or considering operating in

multiple countries. Brian Dooley makes sure businesses don't pay more taxes than they need to. He



is truly in expert in his field.

Brian Dooley's new book, "International Tax Planning in America for the Entrepreneur" is a

must-read for international tax experts. Brian is a renowned expert on the international tax issues

faced by businesses and is a "fountain of information."

Great book. Makes it very easy to understand, often complex taxation issues. Why pay more taxes

than necessary? The pivotal point is in the right business structure. The best of all is that there are

no gray areas if well structured.
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